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Supplemental Material, Table S1 . Adjusted prevalence ratios and 95% confidence limits for components of heat risk-related land cover characteristics, adjusted for Omernik ecoregion and rainfall parameters. 3
Supplemental Material, Table S2 . Adjusted prevalence ratios and 95% confidence limits for living in an area with no tree canopy and at least 50% impervious surface, adjusted for Omernik ecoregion and rainfall parameters, plus each individual covariate as shown. 4
Supplemental Material, Table S3 . Adjusted prevalence ratios for the joint occurrence of no tree canopy and over 50% impervious surface, relative to non-Hispanic Whites in least segregated metropolitan areas. Three methods of dividing D m distribution into groups. 5
Supplemental Material, Table S4 . Adjusted prevalence ratios and 95% confidence limits for various definitions of heat risk-related land cover. 6
Supplemental Material, Figure S1 . Metro area segregation levels in the United States and Puerto Rico as characterized by the multi-group dissimilarity index (Dm).
Supplemental Material, (under 10", 10"-19", 20"-29", 30"-39", 40"-49", 50" and greater) ; average rainfall in driest month, in inches (0", under 1", 1" to 2", 2" to 3", 3" and greater.
Supplemental Material, (under 10", 10"-19", 20"-29", 30"-39", 40"-49", 50" and greater) ; average rainfall in driest month (0",under 1", 1" to 2", 2" to 3", 3" and greater).
b owner-occupied vs. rented housing units c household income under poverty, between poverty and 2x poverty, or at least twice poverty level.
d block group population density (2,000-3,999/km2, 4,000-5,999/km2, 6,000-7,999/km2, 8,000-11,999/km2, 12,000/km2 and higher) e CBSA (metropolitan area) population size (100, 999, 250, 999, 500, 999, 1, 000, (0) (1) (2) 499, 999, 2, 500, (0) (1) (2) (3) (4) 999, 999, 5 ,000,000 and higher). a prevalence ratios for the joint occurrence of no tree canopy and over 50% impervious surface, relative to non-Hispanic whites in least segregated metropolitan areas. a adjusted for level I Omernik ecoregion; average annual rainfall, in inches (under 10", 10"-19", 20"-29", 30"-39", 40"-49", 50" and greater); average rainfall in driest month, in inches (0",under 1", 1" to 2", 2" to 3", 3" and greater). a Adjusted for biophysical variables: level I Omernik ecoregion; average annual rainfall, in inches (under 10", 10"-19", 20"-29", 30"-39", 40"-49", 50" and greater) ; average rainfall in driest month, in inches (0",under 1", 1" to 2", 2" to 3", 3" and greater).
b Percent of eligible population living in heat risk-related land cover characteristics, by column: 36.3%, 17.9%, 8.9%, 56.8%, 60.2%.
